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hanks to the Internet, the Earth has become smaller.
Around the World in 80 Days was once viewed as a whirlwind adventure. Now, we send information around the world
in a matter of seconds.
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Even outer space has come within the reach of the common
man. News broadcasts inform us that passenger space flights
will be available within a year or two. Of course, most of us
won’t be able to afford them, but they’ll be another exotic pastime for the rich. “Dahling, what adventure shall we pursue this
summer? Whiling away the months on a tropical beach . . . or
floating weightlessly in space for five minutes?”
As our world shrinks, other worlds beckon. Even the enormous
task of searching for extraterrestrial life has been reduced to a
surmountable undertaking. With massive participation in distributed computing projects, the Earth’s people will find “others”
if they’re out there. And, they are bound to be out there!
My ex-husband used to say he longed for simpler times—the
“good old days,” when people would hunt and fish and till the
land to feed themselves and their families. They would chop
trees and split logs to burn in fireplaces, which were the only
means of heating their log cabins. Frontier families were closeknit, bonded by the elements and by the very challenges to
their survival.
Hooey! I, for one, like these modern times. I like washers and
dryers, televisions, central heating and air conditioning. I like
disposable diapers and microwaves and coffee makers that automatically start the brewing process so the aroma can wake you
in the morning. I like computers and the Internet and cell
phones and TiVo (so I don’t miss Desperate Housewives).
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And I eagerly anticipate the innovations that science and
technology will bring in the coming years. I think it’s entirely
possible within my lifetime to see scientific breakthroughs and
cures for maladies that have plagued mankind forever—like
Alzheimer’s, diabetes, and autism. Would it be so bad to live the
life depicted on Star Trek? Everyone is healthy, usually happy,
and the only physical challenges are those ugly spots on their
heads or their pointy ears. By voice command, we’ll order our
meals from replicators. They’ll materialize in an instant—always
the proper temperature, always delicious. I’m not sure what
happens to the dirty dishes. Maybe there’s a voice command to
make the mess disappear as magically as the repast appeared.
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The Earth is small, but mankind is living large. It’s nice to
know that tomorrow will bring solutions to today’s challenges.
Yet, there are some hurdles not easily overcome. Man’s quest
of the galaxy may result in communication from outer space,
but I doubt that e-mail from my son, who’s on the other side
of the city, will ever get past our server filters.
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■ Where in San Diego
can I recycle an HP color
monitor that will not turn
on? Thanks.
Steve
■ Do you all know of any
locations where worthless
computers and monitors
can be recycled?
C. K. Salvatto
■ We recently ran a piece
in our San Diego in the
News column about SoCal
Computer Recyclers, a
company that will accept
old computers and electronic equipment. The
company is based in
Harbor City, but it does
offer service in San Diego
County. There is a small
fee for individual pickups,
however. For information
or to arrange for a pickup, call 310-626-8180.
—Editor

New Technology
Section?
■ I have been a reader of
the magazine since 1994,
and have enjoyed the articles immensely. I particularly like Digital Dave and
Editor’s Letters.
I am writing in response

to Patricia Smith’s reply to
Kevin’s letter in the
November 12 issue. In this
reply, Smith encourages
readers to send in our ideas
and opinions. I would like
to make a suggestion.
The point that computer
technology is changing so
fast that the average user
cannot keep up with it has
been made by almost every
author in your magazine at
one time or another. How
about a section of the magazine being set aside to

introduce and explain this
new stuff as it appears on
the horizon?
For example, I can
remember searching the
Web looking for answers
about what USB is all
about, and how it would
benefit me. I did the same
thing when AGP arrived.
Lately, I found myself
searching for answers [on]
SATA, [the serial ATA
hard drives]. In many
instances, I find my
answers on Tom’s Hardware Guide (www.toms
hardware.com), but it’s
not as easy to find useful
articles as it once was.

BUY • SELL • TRADE • NEW • USED
Buy Your Parts USED SYSTEMS
Used Pentium
We Will Assemble
166, 200, 233

$35

Starting from $50

We Repair Systems for a $25 Flat Rate
5945 Mission Gorge Rd. #3, SD, CA 92120 (Off Hwy. 8 across from SD Toyota)
Hours: M–F 9am–4pm • Sat 9am–4pm • Sun 11am–2pm

i 619-284-2622 FAX: 619-284-2623 a
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No More
Computer Shows
■ I was trying to find out if
the next computer show at
the Scottish Rite Center
was in time for Christmas
shopping, but I discovered
there is no more MarketPro
Computer show in San
Diego. Is this true? Can
you tell me about it?

—Editor

Comparing
Graphics Cards

■ I have not seen any
MarketPro Computer
Show ads in recent issues.
Could you make mention
in your magazine regarding lack of a computer
show in San Diego?
Ed Geissler
■ MarketPro apparently
has stopped having shows
in San Diego. Do you have
any info on future computer shows?
George Hanson
■ As you can see, ComputorEdge has received
several letters and phone
calls about the computer

i

show that MarketPro held
at the Scottish Rite Center
in Mission Valley. Unfortunately, we don’t know
much more about the termination of the shows than
you do. Due to a slow
market, MarketPro decided to cancel the San Diego
shows it had scheduled for
the remainder of 2004.
During a quick trip to its
Web site, a search found
no information on upcoming shows in our area. If
anyone has information on
other computer shows,
we’d all like to know.

■ In the Mac Madness of
November 19, [entitled
“The Top Gifts for Mac
Geeks,”] Lucas [Roebuck]
referred to the Radeon
9800 Pro Special Mac Edition as the “top of the line.”
Actually, the GeForce
6800 Ultra is the top-ofthe-Mac-line of graphics
cards. It can be bought
with a new G5 Power
Mac, or as a kit for any
G5 Power Mac.
If you would like to
see a comparison of Mac
graphics cards, visit my
Web site: http://barefeats
.com/gef6800b.html.
Rob-ART Morgan

DEAL

619.229.0571

Computer Solutions 5967 El Cajon Blvd. (SDSU)
Fax 619.229.0582 • www.ics-services.com • M–Sat: 10am–7pm, Sun: Appt. Only
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Build It Yourself
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40GB 7200rpm
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Specials

Wow! Good Deal!
$499

Refurbished Laptop......$245

Refurbished System........$99

XP 1.8/2.2 ........$219/229 17" Refurb. CRT...............59 IBM T21 800MHz
Cel 1.7/2.4 .........219/249 20GB/40GB HD.........35/45 128MB/20GB/DVD/1.44
P4 2.0/2.4 ..........279/295 512MB PC2100 ECC.......89 56K/LAN/Win XP Pro
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(While You Wait)

Dana

William A.

EXPTEX COMPUTER
Component
Installation
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I know that Digital
Dave Defines sometimes
makes brief introductions
to new terms, but really,
I’m looking for something
with a bit more depth.

CUSTOM SYSTEMS & SOFTWARE
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Equipment
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DAVE
Dear Digital Dave,
In the November 19
issue, Howard Malan
wrote in asking about
printing banners with
Microsoft Word. You
didn’t know of a way. I’ll
bet you got a lot of mail
about this!
Word lets you set TrueType fonts to anything
between 1 point and
1,638 points, and Excel
accepts sizes between 1
and 409 points. I can only
speculate as to why they
are different.
The choices in the
drop-down menu go only
to 72 points, but you can
type in any size between
the acceptable limits.

Actually, you can type in
anything you want, but
only numbers within the
limits will be accepted.
I have attached some
files that show a couple of
examples of banners created using Word. You have
to tinker with line spacing
(under Format/Paragraph) and paper margins
to get the biggest possible
letters on a page. The first
example uses landscape
mode with Arial Black
font set at 525 points, line
spacing at 550 points, and
0 page margins (Word
complains, but just ignore
it). This puts two letters
per page. You’d have to
use scissors and tape, but
you could get a pretty
readable banner.
The other example
stretches it as far as I
could, with 8.511-inch
paper, using portrait
mode, a font size of 775
points, and line spacing of
750 points.
I also switched to all
upper case, to avoid the
problem of descenders. Of
course, using a larger
paper size, if your printer
can handle it, would yield
even larger print. I tried
1,500 points to see if the
clipped letters would
show up on the next page;
they didn’t.
By the way, I have

Digital Dave’s Tip
L

ast week I talked about the construction of the heat
sink on your CPU cooler, and how thicker and widespaced fins work better than many thin ones spaced too
close together. How about the fan on the top?
The reason I replaced my CPU cooler was that the fan
quit working. Sure, the blades were still going around, but
nowhere near as fast as they should, and it was making
groaning noises.
The reason for the slow turning and noise was the fact
that the bearings were worn out. I’ve mentioned before
that you should accept only computer fans with ball bearings. I didn’t bother to check this out when I bought this
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enjoyed your column for
many, many years. I’ve
learned a lot; I like your
style and the fact that you
never hesitate to admit
it when you’re wrong
(which isn’t often). I hope
you stay with ComputorEdge a long time.
J. Michael Park
Dear J. Michael,
Actually, you are the
only one who wrote in
about using Word to make
large banners. I didn’t
remember the trick about
how to get larger TrueType
fonts. I think I used it as a
tip many years ago, but
forgot all about it.
When you enter a point
size by typing in numbers,
you have to use the Enter
key to get it accepted. Just
typing the numbers, and
then clicking on something
else, won’t do it.
I’m glad you enjoy the
column—I certainly do.
This gig has outlasted
several day jobs.
Digital Dave
Dear Digital Dave,
After using IE for many
years, trying and abandoning several versions of
Netscape, and giving up on
Opera because it has so
many ads that I can’t read

the screen, I find Mozilla
Firefox to be a refreshing
change, and have recently
made it my default browser. It has many features
that are improvements on
IE6, such as an easier-touse Find feature.
The only problem I
have encountered is that
Microsoft updates seem
to require either IE or
Netscape. I don’t know
whether this is a deficiency with Firefox, or only
that MS hasn’t bothered
to add this browser
to its “approved” list
(or whatever).
What I particularly like
about Firefox is that it
defaults to my current
e-mail app (Outlook)
whenever I click on a
“contact me” link, whereas Netscape insists on
foisting its own e-mail app
on the user, and makes it
well-nigh impossible to
use a different e-mail app.
Secondly, a trivia question for you. Why does my
microphone headset have
a stereo mini-jack on it?
I’ve tried connecting it to
my mic input using a
mono mini-jack, and the
result is no sound. I could
understand this if the
headset had two mics (so I
can speak out of both sides
of my mouth at once), but
(continued on page 16)

machine about three years ago.
That is more than the lifetime of sleeve-bearing miniature fans. They depend on lubrication in a bearing with
the shaft running against a smooth surface. As the lubrication dries up, the bearing wears and the shaft starts to
wobble. The wobble makes more wear, and soon the fan
slows down and stops.
Ball-bearing fans have tiny, hardened steel balls that
roll around the shaft, making them last many times
longer, and they run much more quietly. I replaced the
CPU cooler fan and the case fan with ball-bearing models
that move more air, and are significantly quieter. Worth
the extra buck or two for the ball bearings, instead of risk❏
ing hundreds of dollars on burning out the CPU.

www.computoredge.com
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(continued from page 14)

this is a mic input, not an
aux or line-in input.
Phil
Dear Phil,
With all the hoopla
over Firefox, I just had
to download it and try it
out for myself. It’s free at
www.mozilla.org/prod
ucts/firefox.
I installed it, and it
seemed pretty normal.
Firefox did manage to
import my Favorites and
other settings almost
seamlessly, though I did
have to sort them again.
The icons didn’t show up
until I had followed the
link, but that’s cool.
I poked around on the
Microsoft Web site using
Firefox, and there seemed

to be no shenanigans going
on there from either side. I
went through my usual
comics pages and the customary pop-ups were gone,
a welcome relief.
Then I went to Yahoo!
to look at the news. I tried
a news video clip and it
played OK, but only in the
tiny default window. I
clicked on Change Settings to make the window
bigger, and got hung up.
Apparently the settings
window was treated like
a pop-up. I went back to
Internet Explorer and I
could view the same video
in full-screen mode with a
click on one button.
The media claims that
Firefox is much faster. I
didn’t notice any speed
increase, and found it to be
maybe even a little slower.
Keep in mind that most of
the delay while waiting for

a Web page is caused by
the server on the other end,
as well as the two-way
delays of the Internet.
The media also likes
to blame Microsoft for
security breaches, and
says Firefox solves these
problems. Well, if you
want automatic functions,
you need programming
interfaces. Apple pushed
all that automation stuff
on us; now Microsoft is
being blamed for it. I
think it is better to keep
it simple and make it
harder for the hackers.
Now for your trivia
question. Fortunately,
being a hardware engineer,
I didn’t have to dig too
deeply in my memory for
this one. The microphone
used with PC applications,
as well as the one on your
cell phone, is usually the
electret type.

These electret mics
need an internal amplifier
to boost their output up
above the noise that gets
picked up on the microphone cable. That internal
amplifier needs power.
The tip of the microphone plug is the audio
signal from the microphone. The sleeve is the
common, and the ring terminal (the one between
the tip and the sleeve) is
power. For more details
on PC sound card microphone interfacing, check
out www.epanorama
.net/links/pc_sound.html
#interfacing.
Digital Dave

❏

Send e-mail to digital
dave@computoredge.com.
Dave posts URLs he mentions in his column at http://
webserver.computoredge
.com/digdavelinks.

DIGITAL DAVE de•fines:
Our Shrinking Planet

CHESSBRAIN: Set to enter the Guinness
Book of World Records as the world’s largest
chess-playing computer, ChessBrain is one
more example of distributed computing. Your
desktop computer is probably sitting there
capable of billions of cycles per second, yet it’s
idle, just waiting for your keystrokes. There
are a lot of wasted CPU cycles out there, and
ChessBrain is taking advantage of many of
them. By breaking up a big problem into small
pieces and parsing it out to many computers,
the problem can be solved faster. Playing chess
against a human is an immense problem for a
computer to solve. Instead of building a very
expensive single computer, like IBM’s Big
Blue, to play chess, the ChessBrain folks
begged and borrowed time on many personal
computers scattered around the Internet. You
can participate in this project by going to the
ChessBrain Web site at www.chessbrain.net,
and downloading the client program appropriate for your computer operating system.
PEER-NODE MONITOR: In a distributed
computing network, such as ChessBrain, it is
useful to be able to see the status of the various
nodes, meaning your computer and all your
friends’ computers, and how each node is contributing to the computing process. Go to
16 December 17, 2004

www.blivion.com/cb/cbmoc.html to check out
the CB MOC (ChessBrain Monitoring Operations Center), which can show you pie charts
of how much individual computers are contributing, and all sorts of statistics and charts.
Watching the distributed computing network
in action is actually more interesting to me
than the problem being solved. Once a computer geek, always a computer geek.

DREGS QUEUE: Dregs are the stuff left in
the bottom of the barrel. In mainframe parlance, the dregs queue is the CPU cycles left
over when all the useful tasks are done. A
more politically correct term is idle queue,
and it’s amazing how much time your computer spends just waiting for something to do.
The ChessBrain thing uses up some of the
dregs queue. Other distributed computing
efforts include SETI@Home (www.seti.org),
where radio signals are analyzed in the search
for extraterrestrial intelligence. Radio signals
collected by huge radio telescopes are recorded and distributed over the Internet to folks
with personal computer dregs queues to lend.
The results of combing the data for significant
signals are then returned to a central point. So
far it’s been pretty quiet out there.
UNIPEN: There have been many attempts
to get computers to read human handwriting.
With all the PDAs and palmtop computers on
www.computoredge.com

the market, you would think the problem has
been solved, but for anyone who has had to
use the stilted writing required for the computer to recognize it, real handwriting recognition would be a welcome improvement.
UNIPEN is an international effort by wellknown companies and universities to try to
overcome this problem, especially for writing
in many different languages. If UNIPEN is
successful, then pen computing will make it
so that anyone can carry a useful computer
in their pocket. Visit http://hwr.nici.kun.nl/
unipen for more information.

MACHINE TRANSLATION: I’m an electrical engineer, and I was designing a piece of
gear that required a connector that would be
familiar to you all. However, when I looked up
the drawing of the connector to get the hole
right on the circuit board, I found that the notes
on the drawing were in Japanese. I had to turn
to machine translation at Babel Fish (http://
babelfish.altavista.com) to find out what the
drawing said. First I had to install the Japanese
language character set to see something other
than little squares for characters. The next
problem was entering Japanese characters on
a QWERTY keyboard. Fortunately, for this
problem, I could guess the answer in English
and ask for the Japanese translation, and match
the letters with the notes on the drawings. ❏
COMPUTOREDGE

NO ONE’S EVER COMPLAINED
T H AT T H E I R I N T E R N E T S E R V I C E
WA S T O O FA S T.
“Best Buy”
Accolades for
Websense Enterprise
SAN DIEGO—Websense Inc., provider of
employee Internet-management software, was recently
bestowed the “Best Buy”
Instant Messenger Security
tool in SC Magazine, a
global information security
publication. In a competitive
group test against seven
other products, Websense
Enterprise 5.2 with Websense IM Attachment Manager (IMA) was the only
one to be awarded the full
five stars based on features,
performance, documentation, support and value.
According to SC Magazine, “The product’s rich
enterprise functionality,
incorporating excellent IM
security, was very impressive. Websense Enterprise
goes far beyond a simple IM
security solution. As a standalone product, we feel it
would be difficult to beat.”
In addition to Websense
Enterprise’s ability to manage and secure employee
computing at the gateway,
network and desktop, Websense IMA allows organizations to reap the business
benefits of IM while mitigating the security, legal liability, and bandwidth issues
associated with IM file
attachments. IMA enables
organizations to define and
apply granular policies
regarding IM use. However,
companies also have the
ability to block both inbound
and outbound IM attachCOMPUTOREDGE

ments that may contain
worms, viruses, confidential
company information or
copyrighted material.
For more information,
visit www.websense.com.

Quexion Awarded
Torch Award
Quexion LLC, a San
Diego-based firm that provides technology solutions
for businesses through custom software development,
security and network consulting, has been honored by the
San Diego Better Business
Bureau (BBB) with a firstplace 2004 Torch Award for
Marketplace Ethics in the
five-to-10-employee category for demonstrating ethical
business practices. The
award was announced by
Sheryl Charleston, San Diego
BBB president and CEO.
In all, 22 companies from
throughout San Diego County were recently honored
with a Torch Award, the
BBB’s annual awards program that honors outstanding firms that have demonstrated a commitment to ethical business practices, both
in operations and in terms of
being ethical, reliable and
responsive to employees,
vendors and customers.
Other winners included:
Sunfresh Flowers of Carlsbad; Marrokal Construction
Company of Lakeside; Budget Car Sales of Mira Mesa;
Barney & Barney, LLC of
La Jolla; Capital One Auto
Finance of downtown San
Diego; and Sharp HealthCare of Kearny Mesa.
❏

T H I N K FA S T E R . T H I N K C O X B U S I N E S S I N T E R N E T.

ONE
MONTH
FREE

Sign up for Cox Business Internet
4.0 Mbps/768 Kbps service and
get one month FREE.*

SM

When you partner with Cox Business Services for a customized
data solution, you’re talking major torque. You’ll be able to
download large files at speeds up to 4.0 Mbps, communicate
efficiently with business-grade e-mail, and access critical
information fast. And we back it all with a dedicated business
care and prompt technical service team specially trained to
support your San Diego business. So buckle your seat belt, and
get ready for business in the fast lane. Visit us online at
www.coxbusiness.com.

Time is running out. Call 1-866-484-6186 today
for a limited-time offer.

Vo i c e . D a t a . V i d e o .

*Services and speeds not available in all areas. Offer valid through January 15,
2005 to new Cox Business Services customers. Minimum 1-year service contract
required. One free month is limited to a maximum credit of $169 and will appear
as a credit on the first month’s bill. Costs for installation, construction, inside
w i r i n g , a d d i t i o n a l j a c k s a n d e q u i p m e n t w i l l a p p l y. C o x c a n n o t g u a r a n t e e
uninterrupted or error-free Internet service or the speed of your service. Rates and
bandwidth options var y and are subject to change. Other restrictions apply.
Internet services provided by Cox Business Services, a division of CoxCom, Inc.
©2004 Cox Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Technology Breaking the
Language Barrier
By June Campbell

N

ew technologies that have been
recently released, or that are
under development at the time of this
writing, will make the world a smaller place in terms of how we communicate with people who speak
another language.
Pen computing, handwriting recognition, and machine translation have
great potential for facilitating business
or personal interactions among the
world’s citizens. These technologies
will reduce or remove the communication barrier created when two parties do not speak a common language.
Pen computing eliminates the problems that people experience when trying to use Chinese characters on a
QWERTY keyboard, for example,
with huge implications for telecommuting and outsourcing opportunities.
Also, software currently under development will provide translation features to characters entered by keyboard or handwriting. (There are those
who cry, “The sky is falling,” and predict that this will result in outsourcing
and resulting job loss for North Americans. But that’s another story!)

20 December 17, 2004

Pen Computing and
Handwriting Recognition
EverNote Corporation (www.ever
note.com/en), formerly Pen & Internet, provides note management, electronic ink, and handwriting recognition software for mobile and wireless markets. The company’s customer base includes wireless service
providers in Mainland China and
other countries.
EverNote’s RiteMail is a technology that allows users to send handwritten messages, drawings or charts to
any e-mail address. The interface provides an array of writing tools similar
to those found on any paint or drawing software. Tools include a pen tool
with various colors of inks and thicknesses, an eraser, scissors, and a few
others. The user can add vertical or
horizontal grid lines to the paper, as
well as change the paper’s color.
Personally, I’m unlikely to use this
software. Nevertheless, I see the
advantages for people who use the
hunt-and-peck method of keyboarding, or for those who want to receive
hand-drawn pictures from their
www.computoredge.com

grandchildren, and especially for
people whose first language is not
written with the Western alphabet.
I’m picturing immigrants from
China, Greece, Russia, and various
other countries finally being able to
whip off an e-mail to their kinfolk
back home—without having to
worry about the QWERTY keyboard
that forces them to write with an
alphabet they may not understand
well, if at all. (Typing a “simplified
Chinese” character requires the user
to press three keys on a QWERTY
keyboard. How convenient is that?)
I see one possible drawback. The
trial version on the company’s Web
site requires you to enter the sender
and receiver’s e-mail addresses using
the QWERTY keyboard. Perhaps
there is a work-around to this that I
don’t know about.
RiteMail is available as a software
download for Windows computers,
Palm handhelds, and Pocket PCs for
approximately $30 or less. RiteMail
Web edition runs $14.95 for a yearly
subscription.
RiteMail’s sister products, RiteCOMPUTOREDGE

Script and RiteForms, work together
to offer enhanced services, such as
the ability to complete and submit
handwritten forms via a handheld or
other wireless device.
RiteForms recognizes English,
German and French, and other languages are under development.
Machine Translation
Now that we have pen computing
technologies that enable us to enter
characters from other alphabets, what
about translation?
In September 2003, ZDNet’s
David Coursey discussed technology
currently under development involving Microsoft Live Communications
Server (www.microsoft.com/office/
livecomm/prodinfo/default.mspx).
When this feature is added to the corporate messaging system, users will
be able to type a message in English,
for example, and the recipient will
read it in Spanish, or whatever language is being used. When the recipient replies in Spanish, the message
will translate back to English for the
original sender’s convenience.
Online dating services, rejoice!
Language Weaver (www.language
weaver.com), another company specializing in machine translation software, utilizes proprietary statistical
translation algorithms developed at
the University of Southern California’s Information Sciences Institute.
These algorithms are said to overcome difficulties previously associated with machine translation. Currently, the software translates Arabic/

English, Chinese/English, French/
English, and Spanish/English bi-directionally. Unidirectional language
translation includes Somali-to-English
and Hindi-to-English. Others are
under development.
Language Weaver is contracted to
In-Q-Tel Inc. (www.in-q-tel.org), a
private enterprise funded by the CIA.
Other government bodies funding
research with Language Weaver’s
scientists include the National Science Foundation and the Defense

These technologies will
reduce or remove the communication barrier created
when two parties do not
speak a common language.
Advanced Research Projects Agency.
Meanwhile, on the other side of
the globe, Oki Electric Industry Co.
Ltd. of Tokyo released Yakushite.net
(www.yakushite.net) in September
2004. Yakushite is a Web-based
machine translation portal site that
allows users to register their own
dictionary data, free of charge. I
can’t read the site on my computer,
so I’m guessing you must first install
Japanese fonts (and be able to read
Japanese) to use the site.
That aside, Yakushite allows wellversed users to construct highly precise dictionaries specific to their field
—therefore improving on translation
functions. Additionally, Oki has incorporated a specialized terminology
extraction function. This technology
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uses statistical methods to automatically detect any terms and idioms in
documents that should be registered
to dictionaries.
What does this mean? Essentially,
the translation ability will “grow” as
the language grows. Jargon, idioms
and phrases from pop culture can be
added for translation with the click of
a mouse. (I wonder how it would
handle something like, “J Lo’s wearing new bling-bling.”)
Other Web-based or desktop technologies include those found at Foreignword.com (http://foreignword
.com). For example, you can download and install Xanadu, a free language wizard that sends your words,
terms or text to online dictionaries
and online text-translation systems.
You view your found translations on
a Web page. You will need an Internet connection, and you must use IE
as your Web browser.
Glossy (not free) is a software tool
for translators hoping to simplify
translation of Word, text, Rich Text
documents, and Web pages.
Other site offerings include: Eureka, a search tool that allows you to
search various translation resources; a
translator’s directory; a global dictionary search that translates into 400
language combinations; a tool for text
translation; a “language guesser” for
occasions when you don’t recognize
the language; and a forum for questions, answers and discussions.
Now, if only they would develop a
technology that helps us communicate with our teenagers. . . .
❏
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graph. The old version of the
SETI@Home software is now known
as SETI@Home Classic. Machines
running Windows, Linux, Mac OS X,
By Stace Johnson
and SPARC/Solaris operating syso one knows exactly how many than 5.2 million volunteer users. tems can run the SETI@Home
home computers are on the Computers running the SETI@Home BOINC client.
Internet, but it’s probably safe to say software receive small chunks of raw
The PatriotGrid Project
that the number is in the millions. data collected by the Arecibo radio
Though SETI@Home clearly
Many of those computers are on telescope in Brazil, and analyze them
every hour of every day, doing noth- for strong signals. Likely candidates enjoys popular support, not everyone
ing more than displaying animated are added to a list of future scans to wants to contribute to a search for
extraterrestrial life when there are
screen savers. Imagine if you could see if the signals are persistent.
SETI@Home received a flurry of much more pressing matters right
harness the power of all those unused
processor clock cycles and put them media attention in September 2004 here on Earth. For those folks, United
when New Scientist magazine pub- Devices (www.grid.org) has launched
to work doing something important.
That’s the idea behind distributed lished a report that the project had dis- a series of distributed computing procomputing. By volunteering the idle covered a likely extraterrestrial signal. jects with a much more immediate
time of their computers, home and SETI@Home Chief Scientist Dan terrestrial appeal. Users volunteering
business users can contribute to a Werthimer was quick to correct the processor time to United Devices can
wide number of scientific or artistic magazine, noting that the article had contribute to the discovery of new
global computing projects. Most can taken some statements out of context. drugs to fight cancer, or help analyze
be run as screen savers, presenting a Though the signal had been found bioterrorism concerns like smallpox
graphical depiction of the calcula- three separate times by different com- and anthrax by joining the Patriottions the machine is performing at the puters running the SETI@Home soft- Grid project.
As of this writing, more than 1.2
time. As soon as the user needs the ware, that was not statistically significomputer, a move of the mouse or cant, considering the billions of sig- million user accounts running on
nearly 3 million computers were part
tap of the keyboard is all it takes to nals the network processes.
SETI@Home recently upgraded to of the United Devices grid. Those
suspend work on the project, and
return complete control of the com- a new distribution based on the volunteers had contributed more than
BOINC (Berkeley Open Infrastructure 371,000 years of CPU time, greatly
puter’s processor to the user.
for Network Computing) software accelerating the painstaking process
package, which allows each computer of chemical analysis, and hopefully
SETI@Home
The most famous distributed com- to participate in multiple distributed saving future lives in the process.
One project completed by United
puting project is SETI@Home—the computing projects at once, allocating
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelli- time automatically to different projects Devices focused on a cure for
advanced-stage anthrax. Over a perigence at Home (http://setiathome.ssl (http://setiweb.ssl.berkeley.edu).
The project has also updated the od of roughly four weeks, the United
.berkeley.edu). SETI@Home started
in 1998 as an extension of the U.C. look of the SETI@Home screen Devices grid screened 3.57 billion
Berkeley SERENDIP project, and as saver, giving the user more control molecules for suitability as treat(continued on page 26)
of this writing, has attracted more over the appearance of the 3-D signal
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ments for anthrax. At the end of the
process, the grid had identified more
than 300,000 possible candidates for
further study, reducing the molecular
pool by more than 93 percent.
World Community Grid
In mid-November 2004, United
Devices and IBM announced a joint
project called the World Community
Grid (www.worldcommunitygrid
.org), which aims to be the largest
public computing grid in the world.
The first project of the World
Community Grid will be to map the
proteins that make up the human proteome (the collection of all proteins
in the human body), in the hopes of
discovering new ways to fight disease in general. The project hopes to
get 6 million volunteers; by reaching
that goal, it projects that in only 12
months, it can process what would
take a single computer 300,000 years
to complete. Like the original United
Devices program, the World Community Grid currently runs only on
Windows computers.
Artistic Pursuits
Of course, computers can do more
than just crunch numbers for hard

computer, with 2,070 computers in
56 countries.
On January 30, 2004, the ChessBrain network faced Danish Grand
Master Peter Heine Nielsen in a
world-record attempt that ended in a
draw by repetition.
ChessBrain is available for Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, and BeOS
operating systems.
*
*
*
Though distributed computing
projects may not all have goals as
lofty as mapping the human proteome, one trend is clear: The Internet makes cooperative computing on
a global scale possible. Perhaps one
day the life of someone you love will
be saved by a new drug conceived
on the World Community Grid. Or
maybe you will be so moved by an
image from the Electric Sheep project that tears spring to your eyes.
In either case, your life will have
been touched by a distributed computing project.
(For a comprehensive list of disGaming
One of the most popular uses tributed computing projects, visit
of computers is gaming, so it is www.aspenleaf.com/distributed.) ❏
inevitable that there would be distributed computing projects that focus
Stace Johnson is an information
on games. One of those, ChessBrain services manager in Colorado. He
(www.chessbrain.net), has received can be reached at lytspeed@gmail
recognition in the 2005 Guinness .com, and links to the sites menBook of World Records as being tioned in this article can be found on
the world’s largest networked chess his Web site, www.lytspeed.com.

science and mathematics. Though
that’s a noble cause, distributed computing projects dedicated to art,
chess, and even frivolous statistical
analysis also exist.
Perhaps the most artistic of the distributed computing projects is the
Electric Sheep Web site (www.elec
tricsheep.org). Electric Sheep gets its
name from the Philip K. Dick novel
Do Androids Dream of Electric
Sheep?, on which the movie Blade
Runner was based.
Using a fractal algorithm developed by award-winning software
artist Scott “Spot” Draves, computers
around the world connect to a central
server and render pieces of fractal
images, which are then tied together
into fascinating movies (“sheep”) that
display when the screen saver is
active. Electric Sheep runs on Windows, Linux, and BeOS platforms,
and produces very relaxing and meditative images.
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Environmental
Shopping Web Sites
By Michael J. Ross

W

hile some Luddites might consider the Internet to be a seductive-yet-dehumanizing tool that further separates mankind from the natural world, the Net is clearly bringing
together environmentally conscious
and active people and organizations.
In essence, it is making it much easier
for physically distant individuals and
groups to communicate, plan, and
organize get-togethers, such as ecological rallies, beach cleanups, and
guided tours through protected areas.
Moreover, even the most diehard
environmentalists need to function in
a material society, and this necessitates making choices from among all
of the available products and services.
The Internet has the potential to greatly facilitate promoting “green” products and services, i.e., those that have
the least negative impact upon the
biosphere. This could take the form of
an item being made only of organic
components, or manufactured so as to
minimize toxic emissions, or shipped
using recyclable materials.
Given the strong interest throughout developed nations in protecting
the Earth’s resources, you would
think there would be a large number
of companies online offering environmentally sound products and services.
However, there seem to be remark-

ably fewer than you might expect.
Perhaps this is a result of that niche
still remaining an untapped market, or
perhaps it is perceived by typical businesses to be too small for exploitation.
Regardless of the small number
of such Web sites, there are some
promising ones. It does not take a
tremendous number of such businesses to collectively provide the
average consumer with worthwhile
choices. Just as with recycling and
other ecological efforts, it is the sum
of many minor steps that can result in
major progress.
Catalog Sites
Perhaps the most extensive site
devoted to environmentally responsible products is EcoChoices Natural
Living Store (www.ecochoices.com),
which consists of 13 separate virtual
stores, each one devoted to a particular
usage of consumer products. They
include EcoAnimal (pet products),
EcoArtWorks (crafts, painting, and
penciling supplies), EcoBathroom,
EcoBedroom, EcoBicycles (featuring
the eGo Electric Cycle), EcoBodyWear, EcoByDesign, EcoDaySpa,
EcoKitchen (from drink coasters to
refrigerators), EcoSofa, and EcoMattresses (latex mattresses, even in the
shape of a tomato!).

The EcoPatio store features a
proverbial “better mouse trap,”—
more specifically, the Humane Mouse
Trap, which ensnares the lucky mouse
in a box made of green, see-through
plastic. It is endorsed by American
and foreign humane societies and
animal-rights organizations, likely
because it does not kill the critter, and
possibly because it measures a generous 372.5 inches. (That seems not
much smaller than some studio apartments that I have lived in, none of
which were endorsed by any humane
societies.)
EcoToyTown has all sorts of toys
for children ranging in age from 19
months to 13 years. The emphasis is
on non-competitive games, in which
all of the players work together to
achieve a particular goal, such as
climbing a mountain, exploring space,
or developing a community. These
games have at least one major advantage over traditional competitive
games: In the latter, two players of
widely disparate skills will probably
not have much fun competing against
one another, unless the game has an
effective means of handicapping. In a
cooperative game, two such players
can work together, each contributing
as much as they can.
Another well-known eco-business
on the Internet is GreenHome (www
.greenhome.com), which offers
apparel for men and women, appliances, bedding, furniture and home
furnishings, as well as products for
lighting, pest control, pets, children,
(continued on page 30)
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Shopping
(continued from page 28)

the bathroom, and the kitchen. Reading the site’s pages describing the
business and its staff, it is evident that
GreenHome was started as a oneperson shop, in a home, and was
grown by people who have a strong
interest in protecting the environment
at the same time they are creating a
new enterprise.
In addition to the relatively sizable
online businesses discussed above,
there are some smaller eco-friendly
sites that specialize in products for a
particular field. For instance, ECOnomically Sound (www.economi
callysound.com) focuses on items
used by the hospitality industry. One
question that comes to mind is how
businesses with such limited numbers of products can generate enough
revenue to remain financially solvent.
Perhaps the lower expenses of an
online business make it possible, or
simply delay the day of reckoning.
A Dynamic Alternative
While the aforesaid companies may
offer a wide range of environmentally
oriented products, they all share a
common weakness: Each one is
essentially a static online catalog, with
no way for site visitors to learn the

impressions of other visitors, or discuss the products in any sort of forum.
This is one area where San Diego’s
PristinePlanet (www.pristineplanet
.com) really shines. Users of the site
are welcomed, even encouraged, to
rate the products and services offered,
to share their own opinions in the
form of user reviews, and to discuss
any of the offerings in an open forum.
As editor of the site’s newsletter, I

Just as with recycling and other ecological
efforts, it is the sum of many
minor steps that can result
in major progress.
was able to spend some time with the
principal of PristinePlanet, Cathy
Finn, to learn more about how this
young but growing eco-business
intends to help protect the environment, while not ending up in the ecommerce “compost pile.” In a recent
interview, Cathy explained that an
interactive Web site can provide
much greater value to the site visitor,
because visitors can learn from other
people’s experiences with the offerings. As further input, people can
nominate organizations that they feel
would be worthy additions to those
already listed.

Cathy noted that the Web site’s primary goal is to make it as easy as possible for people to make a difference
on the planet, by educating themselves with facts and figures before
they make their next purchase. In
essence, they can make their everyday shopping dollars truly “green.”
As a result, busy consumers can
easily learn about ecologically responsible organizations, including products
and services they use on a daily basis,
or need just for special occasions, such
as gift-giving. For example, visitors
to PristinePlanet can discover unusual offerings from Greenfeet (www
.greenfeet.com), which sells natural
and sustainable products that the average shopper might not otherwise ever
hear about.
* *
*
Regardless of which Web sites you
use for learning more about ecological products and services, you will
know that your purchases—and recommendations to others—can have a
positive impact upon the world. As
daily consumers, every one of our
purchases is, in effect, a vote with our
dollars. Just like in a political election,
your one vote may seem insignificant,
but if enough people vote in the right
direction, it can have a tremendous
impact in changing the world in
which we live, and the one that will
be inherited by our children.
❏
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The Family That Macs
Together, iChats Together
By Lucas Roebuck

I

come from a family with six brothers (no sisters). We’ve all grown
and left the parents empty-nested,
spread all over the country—from
Middle Tennessee to Southern California, and many points in between.
My older brother Erick is a college professor. My twin brother
Jacob works for Apple. I am a journalist. Keith and Joe, the next two in
line from oldest to youngest, work
for Disney. My youngest brother,
Sam, inspects concrete and is finishing college.
We all keep busy, and finding the
time to connect seems to be harder
and harder as we get older (and more
expensive, the further apart we get).
E-mail helped bridge the gap, but
often we just didn’t even think to
send e-mail because we had so many
other things distracting us.
We weren’t always a Mac-only
family. But over the past five years,
the holdouts in the family came over
from the dark side. Now we all have
Macs, and with the latest version of
Mac OS X, we have iChat AV.
iChat AV, Apple’s instant-messaging application, has virtually brought
the family together.
Keeping in Touch
The program’s basic mode allows
two or more people who are connected to the Internet to type messages to
each other in real time. What I really
enjoy about the program is that it tells
you who is online or not at any given
moment. For example, as I am writing this article, I can flip over to my
“Buddy List,” where iChat keeps
track of those people I designate.
Right now, Sam and Joe are online.
I can just send Sam a quick “What’s
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up?” by clicking on his name and
typing it in. His computer will bleep
at him, and he might reply, “Yo.” We
discuss Thanksgiving plans and the
cat, and he is off to his homework and
I am back to writing my article.
In the latest version of iChat,
Apple has added some pretty nifty
audio and visual options. If you have
a built-in microphone or an external
microphone attached, you’ll see a little green phone icon next to your
name. Others in your Buddy List
who also have little green phones
next to their name have audio input
and output, as well.
You can open an audio chat with
anyone who has the green phone
icon. Basically, you can make a digital phone call to anyone on the Internet who has a similarly equipped
Mac. I will chat with Sam and Erick
pretty often using the audio feature,
but Jacob doesn’t have a microphone
hooked up to his PowerMac G4, so
we just text chat a lot.
As you might suspect, text chatting requires a minimum Internet
connection—dial-up will do. However, you need basic broadband service
in order to get a decent audio connection. Depending on the quality of
your connection, there is sometimes a
slight delay. I often use headphones
to listen, to avoid feedback, and to
keep whomever I am talking to from
hearing themselves if there is a delay.
Just Like Being There
I’ve only recently begun to tap
the power of iChat’s third and most
impressive mode—video. When I
got married, my brothers got me an
iSight, Apple’s impressive little FireWire camera made specifically for
video chatting. It’s a remarkable
device with a built-in microphone.
The main drawback with video
www.computoredge.com

chatting is that it requires a really wide
and clean connection. Because my
cable modem has inconsistent upload
times, DSL, with faster upload times
and similar download times to cable
modems, theoretically will provide a
better experience. Of course, you
could connect over your personal T-1
line. (What? You don’t have your own
T-1 line?)
You don’t have to go and buy an
iSight to use the video capabilities of
iChat. Any FireWire (iLink) digital
video camera will work. As of this
writing, USB video cameras do not
work with iChat.
A friend of mine found a really
interesting application for iChat AV
—giving virtual tours of his town.
He had just moved to a small town
in Alaska where the city had decided
to build a Wi-Fi (AirPort) network
across the entire town. So if you
have wireless network capabilities in
your notebook, you can connect to
the Internet from anywhere in town.
He took his PowerBook and his
iChat AV-compatible DV cam and
walked around town, showing us a
live video feed.
And the most practical feature of
iChat AV is that it is compatible with
AOL/Netscape’s Instant Messenger
program, so I can often chat with my
poor friends who are forced to use a
Windows PC. Although I haven’t
tested it, Apple claims the latest version of iChat will video conference
with AOL Instant Messenger for
Windows version 5.5.
*
*
*
Even though we have iChat AV,
we still tried to get the brothers
together for the holidays for our traditional game of football or ultimate disc. Even with how close technology has brought us, nothing can
replace being there.
❏
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Port Smarts
By Kirk Kirksey

I

n the grand scheme of things, ports
on the flip side of a computer chassis may seem like small potatoes.
Who looks back there anyway?
(Please don’t e-mail me. I know
many manufacturers now put ports on
the front or sides of the cabinet.)
But the fact is, ports really are a
big deal. They are your connection
points to things like printers, digital
cameras, Web cams, scanners, and
Internet-ready M&M dispensers.
In this installment of How to Buy
the Right Computer, we want to do a
little port planning. We want to know
the ins and outs, strengths and weaknesses, of those little doorways to the
innards of our machines.
Matching the right port to the right
cable isn’t enough. Working successfully with your ports really means
matching the capabilities of your port
to the device on the other end. In our
quest to buy the right computer, we
must know our ports and what they
can (and can’t) do.
Ports of Call
If you’ll recall, we are reviewing a
typical computer advertisement, just
like one you might find on a vendor’s
Web site. As a matter of fact, that is
exactly where our ad was found.
Under the “features” column, we
see something called “port connectors”—a repetitive descriptor that
would not pass muster with my eighth
grade English teacher, since a port is a
connecter, but no matter.
The model in question offers 14
ports. Here’s how they break down:
five USB 2.0 ports, two FireWire
(IEEE 1394) ports, one video/VGA
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monitor port, one video/TV-out port,
one audio/headphone port, one audio/
microphone port, one audio/line-in
port, one RJ11 modem port, and one
RJ45 Ethernet LAN port.
That’s a lot of ports. Or is it?
USB 2.0—The Universal Serial Bus
(USB) is the young darling of the port
world, born for one reason: to reduce
the confusion and hassle of dealing
with ports and devices. Want to give
yourself a really bad headache? Hop
in the way-back machine, and try
dealing with multiple ports with teensy DIP switch settings and arcane IRQ
requirements. USB eliminated this
tedium with a method for connecting
both parallel and serial devices. The
standard has been widely successful.
Common devices today come with at
least one USB connection.
As of this writing, USB ports and
devices come in four flavors. New,
trademarked logos (www.everything
usb.com) can help consumers quickly
sort out the capabilities of the USB
device being considered. Here are the
possibilities.
Number One: A “USB” designation refers to the original standard
capable of 12 megabits per second.
Number two: “Hi-speed USB” means
that the device/port meets the 2.0 USB
standard, and delivers data at speeds
up to 480 megabits per second. Number three: “Hi-speed, OTG (on the
go)” designates a 2.0 USB device with
new OTG capabilities.
According to the standard, an OTG
device can act as both a peripheral and
a host, depending on how the devices
are connected. In theory, this eliminates the need for a PC. So, imagine
www.computoredge.com

connecting your stereo system directly
to your MP3 player, or your digital
camera directly to your cell phone.
Number four: As you might guess,
USB OTG is USB 1.0 with on-the-go
capabilities. Nuff said.
Right now, you’re probably thinking “compatibility.” Will 2.0 collide
with older standards? The answer
is no. Version 2.0 is backward compatible, but here’s a twist. Version
1.1 is also forward compatible. This
means you can plug a 2.0 device into
a 1.1 port and the thing will work,
but only at 1.1 speeds (sorry—no
free lunch here).
Although fast is always good,
USB 2.0 will probably not completely replace slower versions, because
devices like mice and keyboards
work fine with the older (read
“cheaper”) speed standards.
Last but not least is USB expandability. Using inexpensive USB hubs
can cause the number of USB ports
to multiply faster than bunnies in an
expensive motel. The nifty doohickeys can be daisy chained together for
a maximum of 127 hubbed ports per
USB chassis port.
FireWire (IEEE 1394)—FireWire
began life as USB on steroids. For a
while, USB and FireWire were duking it out for the King-o’-the-PortPile position. FireWire was meant to
be a high-speed standard developed
by Apple and Texas Instruments for
use with high-bandwidth devices,
like video. In the pre-USB world,
FireWire was clearly the high-speed
favorite. But with higher speeds and
greater expandability, USB is clearly
becoming a player in the world of
high bandwidth.
The machine we are considering
comes with two FireWire ports, each
adhering to the IEEE 1394 standard.
We should consider this offering
underwhelming. The 1394 standard
allows for speeds of 100, 200, and 400
megabits per second. The newer
1394b standard delivers speeds of 800,
1,600, and 3,200 megabits per second.
Video/VGA Monitor—Video ports
(continued on page 36)
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How to Buy
(continued from page 34)

are the output component of a computer’s graphic subsystem. This
means that video ports sit on the system’s graphics card and provide the
interface with external video devices
—in this case, the monitor. Now for
the alphabet soup.
VGA is an abbreviation for Video
Graphics Array, a graphics display
standard developed by IBM and
introduced in 1987. If this seems
like a long time ago, you’re right.
According to the letter of the standard, VGA supports text mode and
graphics mode. VGA resolution in
text mode is 720400 pixels. In
graphics mode, VGA can deliver resolutions of 640480 (16 colors), or
320200 (256 colors).
Today, VGA is the lowest denominator for all graphics cards. Mindblowing graphics demanded by
game-heads and digital graphics aficionados require beefier standards,
like Super VGA (SVGA), XGA, and
8514/A.
Video/TV-Out—In theory, the TVout port lets you connect your computer to your TV (a lower-resolution
device than a typical computer monitor). Marketing blurbs claim this feature is used for playing low-resolution games on your boob tube, and
substituting your PC for a DVD player. These same adverts never mention
the inconvenience of lugging your
desktop computer close enough to
your TV to actually make the
hookup. For the record, I’ve never
met a human being who has used the
TV-out feature.
Audio/Headphone/Microphone/
Line-In—In the “Sight and Sound”
installment of this series, we described
a six-channel audio card that is standard issue for this machine. Six channels, you may recall, should allow you
to permanently damage your eardrums by creating a surround sound in
your 1010 cube. Pretty cool. But for
this you need five speakers and a sub36 December 17, 2004

woofer strategically placed around the
room. Hmm. Is this possible with one
audio/headphone port?
The answer is yes, if you have
speakers meeting the surround-sound
specification. In audio lingo, these
are 6.1 or higher speakers. They look
cool, but more importantly, they are
smart. Here’s why. In this computer,
the six-channel sound card wraps all
six channels in a single digital stream
and shoves it out the headphone port.
Special firmware on the speaker system does the decoding and delivers
channels to the correct speakers.
As far as the microphone and linein ports, what you see is what you
get. Use the microphone port for

Common devices
today come with at least
one USB connection.
voice recording and chatting. Connect an external audio device using
the line-in port.
RJ11 Modem/RJ45 Ethernet LAN
—Funny how things evolve. Modems
and network ports have long been
commodity items on computers sold
today. The RJ11/RJ45 business is a little nonsensical for our purposes. This
bit of techno mumbo-jumbo refers to
the type of connector required. Both
resemble the little snap-in plug used to
connect a telephone to a wall jack.
In both cases, the “RJ” cleverly
stands for “registered jack.” The
RJ11 uses four or six wires, and is
commonly used for telephone equipment. Network connections are usually made with the RJ45, which is an
eight-wire connector, and is usually
wider than its RJ11 cousin.
Bottom Line
Ports seem simple enough, so why
bother? Stop. There is something
very important to remember about
your ports and the devices they connect. In order to get the speed, resolution, sound, sight, and performance
you expect (and pay for), matching
port capabilities to the target device is
www.computoredge.com

the name of the game.
Take USB, for example. A USB
2.0 port connected to a USB 1.1
device will work, but it won’t deliver
a peak performance. And yes, the
advertised bandwidth of USB 2.0 is
145 megabits per second, but remember—all devices connected to a single port must compete for this
resource.
Daisy chaining hubs and then connecting video cameras, printers and
CD players isn’t smart. Move highbandwidth devices to your FireWire
ports or a dedicated USB 2.0 port. I
am continually amazed when I see
buyers connect a very expensive,
high-resolution flat-panel monitor to
a run-of-the-mill VGA port. Now
that’s a waste of money.
And finally, let’s talk about
modems and LAN connections. All
modems today advertise a maximum
speed of 56K. This is the fastest
speed data can travel using modulated/demodulated technology over
low-grade telephone cables. In reality, 56K over a modem happens only
in the manufacturer’s laboratory.
Real speed depends on many things
—cable quality, PBX switching, and
the modem on the other end are but
a few.
Last, but not least, are those local
area network ports. All consumer
LAN cards advertise a 10/100 megabit-per-second rate. This means the
card can automatically adjust for
higher and slower speeds. Like
modems, several factors ultimately
affect network speed. One of the
most important is cabling. Those
100-megabit speeds require end-toend cabling certified to be at least
Category 5. Anything less, including
a cheap cable used to plug your network card into the wall, will slow
things down.
* *
*
The moral of the story is worth
repeating. Avoid disappointment and
overspending. Match your peripherals (don’t forget your cabling) to port
specifications. It’s the right thing
to do.
❏
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Product Ratings

By Charles Carr

I

n anticipation of the holidays,
we’ve been running back-to-back
reviews here in the Worldwide News
and Product Reviews department.
This time, let’s take a look at games.
Keep in mind that an organization
comprised of the Interfaith Center on
Corporate Responsibility, the National Committee on Women’s Organizations, Mothers Against Violence in
America, the Center for Advancement of Public Policy, and the Justice
and Witness Ministries of the United
Church of Christ has released its list
of the 10 Most Violent games:
1) Doom 3;
2) Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas;
3) Gunslinger Girls 2;
4) Half-Life 2;
5) Halo 2;
6) Hitman: Blood Money
(for 2005 release);
7) Manhunt;
8) Mortal Combat: Deception;
9) Postal 2; and
10) Shadow Heart.
Mmm . . . Lemony
Lemony Snicket’s A Series of
Unfortunate Events video game (from
Activision, www.activision.com;
about $45 for all consoles, $30 for
PC) is based on both the best-selling
book series and the highly anticipated
feature film.
In the game, players experience
the lives of the three Baudelaire
orphans through 16 adventure-filled
missions where they solve puzzles,
build ingenious inventions, and outsmart the evil Count Olaf and his
troupe of creepy cohorts.
Jim Carrey, Liam Aiken and Emily
Browning reprise their film roles as
Count Olaf, and Klaus and Violet
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Baudelaire, while Tim Curry reprises
his role as the narrator of the Lemony
Snicket books on tape.
In the game, players switch
between the three orphans: Violet, the
inventor; Klaus, the brave intellect;
and Sunny, the biting baby, mastering
each one’s strengths to keep them one
step ahead of the evil Count Olaf.
Adventures take them through
such film locations as the Count’s
mysterious mansion, Uncle Monty’s
reptile room, and Aunt Josephine’s
rickety house hanging over the dark
waters of Lake Lachrymose, as well
as many other environments exclusive to the game.
Additionally, gamers must help
the orphans gather objects throughout their adventures, in order to build
inventions to help them solve tricky
puzzles and fend off enemies. Inventions include the Brilliant Bopper to
clear foes from the orphans’ path, the
Stable Stilts to maneuver through
toxic goop, and the Baby Booster for
jet-powered jumping.
No problem with the ratings group
here. The game is rated E for Everyone.
1/2
Drew-ing on
One’s Imagination
In Nancy Drew’s 11th computer
outing, The Curse of Blackmoor
Manor (from Her Interactive, www
.herinteractive.com, for PC; about
$20), players take on the role of the
young sleuth as she makes her first
overseas trip to England to visit a
friend. The recent bride is now living
in her husband’s ancestral home,
Blackmoor Manor, an estate shrouded in a mystery that dates back to the
14th century. Players roam through
the manor in order to find and tie
together clues, solving fascinating
www.computoredge.com

 Don’t say we didn’t warn you.
 What is that store’s return
policy?
 We’ve seen better; we’ve
seen worse.
 You’ll probably be happy
you did.
 What are you waiting for?

puzzles based on heraldry, astronomy and alchemy along the way.
The game has a junior and senior
detective mode, allowing players to
set an appropriate level of difficulty.
Also helpful: If players make a mistake, they can rely on the “Second
Chance” feature, which allows them
to retrace their steps without having
to start from the beginning.
Nancy Drew: The Curse of Blackmoor Manor offers 20-plus hours of
gameplay, and is rated E for Everyone. This franchise just keeps getting
better and better.
1/2
Get a (Half)-Life!
OK, I know it’s way up there on
the list, but if no youngsters will be
playing and you like violent first-person shooters, put this magazine
down right now and run to the store
and buy Half-Life 2 (from Sierra
Entertainment, www.sierra.com, for
PC; about $50). Here’s all you need
to know: best graphics, best action,
best sound, and best everything else
there is. Period.
The only bad thing about HalfLife 2 is the installation routine,
which can take well over an hour,
and then continues to bully your
computer every time you want to
play with a product activation and
update program called Steam. That’s
gonna cost ’em a globe.

If you have suggestions for products you’d like to see reviewed here,
e-mail Charles directly at reviews
@computoredge.com or send snail
mail to his attention at ComputorEdge, P.O. Box 83086, San Diego,
CA 92138.
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Calendar
of Events
Monday, January 3
■ Network+ Certification Training—Get the
fundamentals and networking practices required for IT
positions. This one-week training is also an excellent
course for individuals pursuing Cisco certifications. The
class runs Monday through Thursday, 6 to 10 p.m. Call
800-963-2373 for tuition and registration information.
www.cesdtraining.com.
■ Internet Workshop—Use the Internet to find your
next job. Set up a free e-mail account. Learn basic e-mail
and Web skills. Five days of beginner-level hands-on
training. This free class meets from 3 to 5 p.m, Monday
through Friday at the East County Career Center, 924
East Main Street in El Cajon. Reserve a seat by calling
619-590-3900, or visit http://eccc.guhsd.net.

Tuesday, January 4
■ Scanning 101—Part 1 of a three-part course. Learn
to save pictures to send with your e-mail; use scanned
photos to create fliers, cards, and letterhead; and
identify the difference between scanned photos and
those taken with a digital camera. Classes will be held
on Tuesdays from noon to 2:40 p.m. at Foothills Adult
Education Center, 1550 Melody Lane, El Cajon. Cost is
$25. Adults 60+ years may enroll in two computer
classes for the price of one. For more information,
call 619-401-4122.

Wednesday, January 5
■ Computer Maintenance—Part 1 of a four-part
course. Learn how to install software, upgrade software
that you already have, and clear viruses from your

CD/DVD Duplication
Services & Equipment
➯ Disc Duplication from $1.50
➯ Full Color Direct-to-Disc Printing
➯ Top-Quality Media, 100% Accuracy
➯ Fast Turn-Around Time
➯ Standalone 1–7 CD Duplicators
from $889
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system. Learn maintenance techniques like disk
defragmentation and scandisk. Good working
knowledge of Windows highly recommended. Classes
will be held on Wednesdays from 6 to 9:10 p.m. at
Foothills Adult Education Center, 1550 Melody Lane,
El Cajon. Cost is $25. Adults 60+ years may enroll in
two computer classes for the price of one. For more
information, call 619-401-4122.

Saturday–Sunday, January 8–9
■ CCNA - Cisco Certified Network Associate—
A 2-day boot camp that runs all day Saturday and
Sunday. Tuition includes exam. For more information,
call CESD at 800-963-2373 (CESD).

Saturday, January 15
■ CCNP (CISCO Certified Network Professional)
First Module - BSNC: Building Scaleable Cisco
Networks—This class runs all day on Saturdays
and half day on Sundays for three weeks. Must
be CCNA certified. Call now for more details:
800-963-2373 (CESD).
Free events of a non-commercial nature will be listed in Calendar free of charge as
space allows. Commercial events can be advertised in Calendar at a rate of $25 for
25 words or less, with each additional word costing $1. Anything separated by a
space is considered one word.
In either case, type or legibly print your listing, including the date and time of your
event, its location, and the name and phone number of a contact person. Calendar
deadline is 4:30 p.m. on the Friday prior to publication date. Listings will not be taken
over the phone.
All commercial Calendar listings must be paid in advance by check or money order.
Enclose listing with payment, if applicable, and mail to Calendar of Events, c/o
ComputorEdge, P.O. Box 83086, San Diego, CA 92138.

DATA
RECOVERY
If We Can’t Recover Your Data
You Pay Nothing!!

* DOS *Windows *MAC *Novell *NT *OS/2 *Unix, etc.
• Hard Disk/Floppy/Zip/Jaz/Optical/Syquest/Tape/etc. • Clean-Room Facilities
7840 El Cajon Blvd. #205, La Mesa, CA
(619) 462-0702 • (619) 462-0711 Fax
www.affordable-duplication.com
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www.hdodatarecovery.com
10633 Roselle Street
San Diego, CA 92121
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24 Hrs/7 Days

(858) 455-0277
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Firefox, the Bat,
and Other Online Tools
By Jim Trageser

T

he mainstream media has finally
discovered Firefox, the opensource stand-alone browser.
What has caught the national spotlight is the fact that Firefox is now
out in an official, full public release,
version 1.0 (www.mozilla.org/prod
ucts/firefox).
The media is liking what it sees,
too—giving Firefox high marks compared to Microsoft’s Internet Explorer
browser. And given that Firefox is
available for Windows, Mac OS X
and Linux, its ability to capture a significant (if non-paying) segment of
the market would seem fairly strong.
But if Firefox is now considered
stable enough for an official release,
it’s just one product from the Mozilla
Project. Mozilla (http://mozilla.org)
is a non-profit, open-source community of programmers and testers who
have taken the Netscape 6 engine and
carried it forward with the Mozilla
all-in-one browser (Web, news-

groups, e-mail client), now in version
1.7.3. Mozilla is my browser of
choice—rock-solid stable, HTML
compliant, full plug-in support and,
most important, incredibly secure.
Firefox takes the best of Mozilla
and strips it down to a compact, fast
browser without an e-mail client or
newsreader.
I’ve used both for months, and
have yet to have a significant issue
with either.
And Mac OS X users may want to
try out Camino, the Mac-only Web
browser being developed under the
Mozilla umbrella. With Apple’s
Safari now available as a free download, some of the steam has gone out
of the Camino hype, but it remains a
strong, stable product. In fact, I still
prefer it to the latest version of Safari.
Outlook Alternative
One of the biggest impediments
to anything trying to make a dent in

Microsoft Office’s near-monopoly
(such as Corel’s WordPerfect suite)
is the ubiquitousness of the Outlook
e-mail/calendar/planner program.
As much as I despise Microsoft’s
business practices, and deplore its
security holes, I have to admit that
the concept behind Outlook is ingenious, its implementation impressive.
In the workplace, especially, the
ability to schedule a meeting and
invite as many people as you want,
and have that meeting then appear
on their calendars, has become practically indispensable at many firms.
Without that ability and intuitive ease
of use, e-mail programs like Netscape, Mozilla, Eudora and Opera
have had a hard time making inroads
against Outlook.
But again, the Mozilla Project
is coming to the rescue—at least
potentially. The Sunbird calendar/
scheduling program is in early
development, but is being built to
offer an open-source alternative to
Outlook. Haven’t tried it yet, but
there are some early beta versions
available for download for Windows, Mac and Linux.
(continued on page 42)
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7905-B Engineer Road
San Diego, CA 92111
858-569-5995 • Fax 858-569-0359

www.GRADWARE.com
Clairemont Mesa Blvd.

Students, Faculty, &
Staff Only

805

Convoy St.

Engineer Rd.

163

Balboa Ave
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Sony 8.5GB Double Layer DVD Writer
Model# DW-D22A Beige or Black Bulk
Write Speed: 2.4x Double Layer(DL) DVD, 16x DVD+R,
4x DVD+RW, 48x CD-R, 24x CD-RW
Read Speed: 48x CD-ROM, 16x DVD-ROM
-Store up to 7days of music on 1 DL DVD disc
-Compatible with DVD Players/DVD-ROM drives $69.00
-Backup all your precious video to DVD media

Full Service Computer Provider
- Upgrades, Diagnostics and Repairs
- Data Transfer, Backups and Protection
- Virus and Spyware Removal
- Onsite Repair Service and Networking
including:
> Home or Business LAN/Wireless Solution
> Remote Ofﬁce Connectivity Solution
> Network Management Solution

We Build Custom Desktop PCs, Rackmount Servers and
Notebooks to Your Needs

Intel or AMD Computer Systems
Choose from Intel Celeron 2.53GHz or AMD Sempron 2500+
40GB ATA-100 Hard Drive 7,200RPM 2MB Buffer
64MB Video Adapter, 52x CD-ROM, Floppy Drive
Integrated 3D Sound AC ’97
Integrated 10/100Mbps Network Adapter
USB 2.0 Front and Back Chassis
Starting at $349.00
Keyboard, Mouse and Speakers

For server, rack, media PC and other systems, please call.

We Welcome Government, Education and Corporate Purchase Order
6755 Mira Mesa Blvd., #114
Store Hours:
San Diego, CA 92121
Monday-Friday . . 9AM-7PM
Sales Tel: (858) 622-1900
Saturday . . . . . . .11AM-4PM
Fax Tel: (858) 622-1902
Sunday . . . . . . . . . . .Closed
Email: Sales@compcity.com
We accept ATM Card, Cash &

All systems come with 1-year parts/labor warranty. Prices and system conﬁgurations are subject to change without notice. Illustrations
are strictly representational. We are not responsible for typographical errors. All trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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More E-Mail Options
The Mozilla Project is also supporting a stand-alone e-mail client, Thunderbird. It’s not yet in final release, but
is getting close, and should be stable
enough for most savvy users. Unfortunately, right now there seems only to
be a Windows version available.
The e-mail client I use, The Bat
(www.ritlabs.com), has a new version
out, 3.01. I downloaded the trial version of The Bat 2.0 last year at the
urging of a reader, and fell so in love
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with its stability, security and ease of
use that I ended up buying it. I’m
now using the trial version of 3.01,
and will shortly be forking out some
hard-earned coin to upgrade.
The biggest complaint I had against
The Bat before was its clunky-looking
interface. The menu buttons are much
sleeker now, more intuitive. The Bat
still won’t display HTML graphics
inline, but that seems to me a small
price to pay for the security it offers
vs. Outlook.
There are a few small bugs in the
new version. For some reason, if
I hit Reply and delete the quoted
material from the previous e-mail,
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Jim Trageser can be contacted
via his Web site: www.trageser.com.

Turbo
Dial Up 12
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the first word I type in the reply is a
hyperlink. And when you hit Reply,
the default setting is to auto-quote
the entire previous message. After a
few back-and-forths, you’re getting
some pretty huge text files—and at
about 250K, The Bat starts getting a
bit buggy.
Other than that, though, I’ve been
delighted with it. The address book
utility is the best I’ve ever found, the
search options are superb, and the
interface is elegant.
You just couldn’t want any more.❏
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Surf up to 5X Faster
Unlimited Internet Access
No New Hardware Needed
10MB Personal Web Space
Advanced Pop-Up Blocker
State Wide Local Numbers
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Colocation
RedWire offers the advantage of two fully redundant, secure network
Datacenters in San Diego. RedWire also offers Datacenters in Los Angeles
& Orange County. All of the Datacenters have 24x7x365 network monitoring.

Full Cabinets
with Bandwidth
from $499/mo
1U Server Colo
from $99/mo
5150 Special $299
5U/1mbps/5IPs/$0 Install

Dedicated Servers
from $99/mo

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tier-One Multi-Homed Network
Uninterruptible Power Supply
600 KW Diesel Generator
99.99% Uptime
Halon Fire Suppression
Onsite Technical Support
Local Customer Service
On-Demand Installation
Dedicated and Managed Servers
Video Surveillance and 24-Hour
Onsite Security
• Experienced System Administration

.............. Also Available ..............
Wireless Broadband
In-Building Broadband
Dedicated Internet Access

www.redwire.net
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Call Today!
858-244-9040 x222
www.computoredge.com

Macintosh Sales
and Service
We know what we’re
doing and we have
most parts in stock!
Same Day &
On-Site Available!

(858) 454-8535

www.madcomputing.com
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Bookmark our Web page, www.computoredge.com/sandiego, for easy access to these valuable Web sites:
GOVERNMENT

PUBLICATIONS

California State Government
www.ca.gov

TRAFFIC
Caltrans
www.dot.ca.gov

*COMPUTOREDGE MAGAZINE*

City of San Diego
www.sandiego.gov

WEB DEVELOPERS

County of San Diego
www.sdcounty.ca.gov
Internal Revenue Service
www.irs.gov

*www.computoredge.com*

INTERNET SAFETY
SERVICES

The CyberTipline
www.cybertipline.com

24 Hour Mobile PC Medic
24 Hours 7 Days a Week. Most Problems
Solved for $45—800-424-7802
www.24hrmobilepcmedic.com

LOCAL INFORMATION RESOURCES
Your Source For All Things North County
www.NorthCountyInfo.com

TOOLS & MATERIALS

ONLINE GREETING CARDS

Find, List, Trade Tools Locally
sandiegotoolswap.com

Ray Greetings - Email a Ray Card
www.raygreetings.com

Since 1985, Mega Comm Technologies, Inc. has been a #1 provider of
name brand refurbished and new computer equipment in San Diego.

Holiday Special

TOSHIBA

San Diego’s Largest Selection of
Refurbished Desktop Computers,
Laptops, Monitors, Printers and
File Servers at Unbeatable Prices.

Coast to Coast Design
Affordable High-Quality Web Design,
Print, E-Commerce, Shopping Carts,
Animation—619-255-1986
www.coast2coastdesign.com
SonicSpider LLC
www.esonicspider.com

WEB HOSTING
Host45 $5 RAID Redundant Domain Hosting
www.host45.com
The Webs We Host $4.00 CPanel Hosting
www.thewebswehost.com

Attn: IT Professionals
Does any of this sound familiar?
“My printer is jamming!”
“I have a 13.1 error on my LaserJet!”
“How do I install this toner?”
“What’s a User Maintenance Kit?”
Well, they shouldn’t sound familiar. Those are
all printer-related issues. Your specialty is IT.
You were trained for that. Besides, you’re
probably too busy eliminating the latest virus or
fixing the most recent communications problem
to be bothered with a paper jam.

IBM Thinkpad T22
PC 900MHz, 256MB RAM,
20GB Hard Drive, DVD,
14" TFT Display, Battery,
56K Modem, Ethernet,
Windows 2000 Pro w/Warranty

TOSHIBA

AAI - Top Quality! Get More Pay Less!
www.VisualArtsGroup.net

San Diego’s Free Weekly
Computer and Internet Magazine

Leave the printer problems to us.
We love to be bothered by paper jams!

$499.00

Dedicated printer support line:

While Supplies Last

Phone 858-268-3380 • Fax 858-268-8983

Our inventory is always updated, so check
back often at www.sdiego.com
For Other Specials Call or Check Our Website
COMPUTOREDGE

Balboa Ave.

Hwy. 15

4380 Viewridge Ave, Suite D, S.D., CA 92123

Viewridge Ave.

858-693-8838
MEGA COMM TECHNOLOGIES

Store Hours
Mon–Fri 8am–5:30pm

8451-R Miralani Drive, San Diego, CA 92126

www.ordertoner.com • lasersaver@sbcglobal.net
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CLASSIFIEDS
Announcements
DONATE YOUR car, boat, RV, motorcycle, heavy equipment or . . . We handle
all DMV paperwork and free towing. Tax
receipt provided. Call 619-895-1261, email weareone@silent-tears.org or visit
www.SilentTears.us.
KIDS AT DINGEMAN ELEMENTARY could
use Pentium III computers, flat panel
screens, digital cameras, laptops. Tax
receipt provided, Joe 858-277-7648.

Used Computers
650MHz PENTIUM 3, 768MB 133, 2x
20GB HD, GeForce 2 64MB, DVD-ROM,
2x 10/100 LAN, 15-inch CRT, keyboard,
mouse, great file server $70-$100, Dan
619-807-6444.
AMD 993MHz 256MB DDR RAM, 20GB
HD, CD burner, sound card, Ethernet
card, keyboard, mouse, Windows XP,
Norton 2005, Nero 6, call 619-804-7974.
APPLE POWERBOOK G3 Lombard extra
battery, Zip drive, OS 9.2.2 for $400, call
760-940-1046.
ATHLON XP 2400, 756MB RAM, 80GB
HD, ATI 9000 Pro, CD-RW, Antec server
tower, 17-inch flat screen monitor, 5.1
speaker set, Windows XP, Office 2003 for
$950, call 760-715-1553.
E-MACHINE 2100+ 2400, 1 and 3 years
old, top condition, 30GB HD and 256MB
RAM, 40GB HD and 128MB RAM, 17inch monitor, photo scanner and printer
$125 or $250/obo, call 619-255-5262.
GATEWAY P200 with 17-inch monitor.
$80, call 858-342-1511.

Classifieds Now Accepted Online!
Visit our Web site at
www.computoredge.com/sandiego
Click on “Advertising”

Advertising Policy: The purpose of the classified advertising section of ComputorEdge is to provide

Categories:

Deadline: Friday prior to publication, 4:30 p.m. for free private party ads.
Monday prior to publication, 12:00 noon for paid ads. (Excluding Holidays.)

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

a forum for communication within the computer market of the San Diego area. The publishers of ComputorEdge
make no claims or warranties for the products or services advertised in ComputorEdge. It is the responsibility
of the individual to verify the authenticity of any product or service prior to purchase. ComputorEdge will not
knowingly publish any advertising which encourages the copying and illegal sale or distribution of copyrighted
software. It is the responsibility of all buyers and sellers to comply with any licensing agreements in force. The
publishers reserve the right to reject or cancel any ad which does not conform to the standards of the publication.
Instructions: Type or print your ad legibly. Anything separated by a space is considered a word. Legitimate
hyphenated words are considered one word. Indicate on your ad the classified category under which you would like
your ad placed. A phone number must accompany the ad. All classified ads are payable in advance of publication by
check, money order, or credit card. All classified submissions, changes and cancellations must be
received prior to the deadline. Classified advertisements will not be accepted over the phone. Please enclose ad
with payment, if applicable, and any special instructions in an envelope and mail to: ComputorEdge Magazine, P.O.
Box 83086, Attn: Classified Dept., San Diego, CA 92138. To submit your ad online, visit www.computoredge.com/
sandiego. Click on Advertising. For more information, please call 858-573-0315.
Business Ads: Minimum charge – $30.00 for 25 words or less, 50 cents per additional word. To run
your ad in more than one classified section or in more than one issue, multiply cost accordingly (total cost
would equal Ad Cost x Number of Sections x Number of Issues). Discounts for multiple paid ads are as follows:
6 ads – $27.50 each, 9 ads – $26.25 each, 12 ads or more – $25.00 each. Multiple ads must run consecutively.
Free Ads: Private parties may qualify for ONE free classified ad every five weeks, 25 words or less. Each
additional word, 5O cents. Free ads may NOT be used to sell new equipment. Only Categories marked
with a filled-in box qualify for private party ads. Personal ads will be printed on a space available basis when
judged not to be of a commercial nature. There is no responsibility on the part of ComputorEdge to notify parties who
fail to comply with the “free ad” policy. Any questions regarding eligibility for free ads should be addressed, in writing,
to the ComputorEdge Classifieds Department. One submission per month free. Each additional ad is $30.00 for 25
words and 5O cents per additional word.

HEWLETT-PACKARD KAYAK Rebuild,
Pentium II, Windows XP, 128MB RAM,
12GB HD, CD-ROM, FD, CRT monitor.
Includes HP3745 DeskJet with separate
inks, keyboard and mouse. $200, call
858-573-5156.
LAPTOP: TOSHIBA 17-inch XGA, 3.02GHz Pentium 4, 60GB 7200rpm HD,
1.024GB RAM, DVD/CD-RW, 56K/NIC,
XP Professional SP2, Office 2003 for
$995 firm, Mike 760-798-9270.
MAC 12 iBook 1GHz, 512MB RAM, 30GB
HD, WiFi, barely used, great software for
artists, students. Emergency sacrifice
$1000/obo, Michael 619-245-7599.

Accounting
Announcements
Business Opportunities
CAD
Computer Consultants
Computer Furniture
Computer Parts
Desktop Publishing
Disk Drives
Handicapped/Special Ed
Instruction
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Hardware
Modems
Multi-Users
Networking
New Computers
Plotters
Printers
Publications
Rentals
Repair
Services
Software
Supplies
Swaps & Trades
Used Computers
Video Displays
Wanted To Buy

MAC PERFORMA 6400 250MHz 8GB OS
9.1, keyboard, mouse, 17-inch monitor,
ColorStylewriter printer, 100MB SCSI Zip
drive/disks, MS Office 98, educational CDROMs $200, call 619-523-3249.

PENTIUM III 550MHz, 128MB RAM,
13GB HD, 40X CD-ROM, 56K modem,
network ready, 3DFX video, 14-inch
monitor, Windows 2000 Pro, Office 2000
for $175, Bob 858-273-4995.

MULTIPLE COMPAQ 1850 Servers, dual
450MHz, 512MB RAM, 4.3GB HD, $50
each. Upgrade to dual 550MHz, 1GB RAM
or 9.1GB HD, add $10 for each upgrade,
e-mail robert@websidestory.com.

POWERMAC 8600/200MHz system,
1710AV display, internal Zip drive, OS
9.1, 2GB HD, 96MB RAM, Office,
Photoshop, and Clarisworks $95, call
619-263-0704.

PENTIUM 400MHz, 128MB RAM, 10GB
HD, 40x CD-ROM, built-in sound, 4MB
Matrox video, Windows 98SE $150/obo,
Brian 858-531-5665.

Printers
NEW HEWLETT-PACKARD Color LaserJet 5500N, up to 11x17, 21ppm, Ethernet

Don't Go Out
in the Rain
to Pick Up
ComputorEdge
Read ComputorEdge Online!
Get all of ComputorEdge paperless.
Everything is available online at www.computoredge.com.

• Digital Dave • Computer & Internet Articles
• All of Our San Diego Advertisers
• User Groups • Career Opportunities
• Browse Our Archive for Back Issues
• Web Shopper for Searching Products & Services

Visit us at www.computoredge.com
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$3455, MICHEL TECHNICAL PRODUCTS 619-582-3558.

Computer Furniture
APC NETSHELTER 42U, like new, with
both doors and hardware $900/obo, call
760-801-8892.
TWO RACKMOUNTS, cream color HP
dual door, built-in cooling and power
strip 64x37x24, dark blue Harris D1200
bare open rack 70x26x22 for $199, call
619-243-0217.

Computer Parts
ANTEC PLUS 1080AMG case no ps $48.
ECS L4VXA2 motherboard - 478CPU,

8XAGP, LAN, Audio, USB 2.0 for $24 call
858-677-0362 x223 or e-mail uzeoj5m02
@sneakemail.com.
DURON 750 with MSI motherboard $35,
nVidia TNT2 32MB graphics card $10,
call 619-463-0877.

Video Displays
COMPAQ 17-INCH CRT monitors $65,
call 858-792-6020 evenings only.
GATEWAY 19-INCH CRT monitor, model
EV910, 18-inch viewable, 1600x1200
resolution, .26 dot pitch, great condition
$75, call 619-985-2005.
LACIE 19T 19-inch monitor with hood,
white, Trinitron tube $125/obo. Apple

Copier–Laser–Fax–InkJet Cartridges

Cartridge Refilling / Recharging
InkJet HP/Canon/Lexmark Cartridges—Black $9.95/Color $12.95
Toner Cartridges Canon PC-6/25/E-31/40: $37.95
Xerox XC-800: $43.95, XD-100: $52.95, XE-60/80: $27.95
HP 5L/1100: $30.95, II/III: $27.95, 4/5: $34.95, 4000: $62.95
New EPSON InkJet Cartridges: Black $6.95/Color $9.99

Prices for Others: www.toners-inkjets.com

HARDDRIVE CRASH?
DATA RECOVERY EXPERTS
Network Servers, NT, Novell, UNIX,
Linux, Windows, Mac, DOS, OS/2,
Beos, ZIP, JAZ, RAIDs, Optical,
CDs, Syquest, etc…

619.336.1400
24 Hours / 7 Days

Delivery in SD: 800.643.8875
San Marcos: 1195-B Linda Vista Drive • 760.744.5664

A
Better
Business
Bureau®
Program

www.adv-data.com
ADVANCED DATA SOLUTIONS, LLC

FREE
EVALUATION
NO DATA . NO CHARGE
HIGH SUCCESS RATES
BEST PRICES

20 Years

Hands-On
Experience

Fast, Accurate, Confidential

TM
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SYLVANIA 19-INCH monitor, works
great $90/obo, call 619-465-8353.

Instruction
COMPUTER TUTOR-EXTRAORDINAIRE,
home/office, one-on-one. Windows 95/
98/XP, Microsoft Office, QuickBooks,
Photoshop, AOL, Internet, eBay and more.
Computer setup/repairs. More than
reasonable. Call 619-284-7479.
WEB AND GRAPHIC DESIGN TRAINING.
Learn Dreamweaver, Photoshop, Adobe

Plotters
NEW HEWLETT-PACKARD DesignJets 24-inch, 36-inch, 42-inch, 60-inch,
starting at $980. Paper and Inks. Supplies
for all Hewlett-Packards. MICHEL
TECHNICAL PRODUCTS 619-582-3558.
HEWLETT-PACKARD 750C Plus Plotter,
inkjet professional color 24-D with original
stand, manual, and paper supplies, good
condition $910/obo, call 858-565-9389.

Services
HOME2OFFICE COMPUTING SOLUTIONS, INC. - BBB Member, Custom IT
Solutions for San Diego businesses since
1994, tailored to organizations of 15–100
workstations and/or multiple servers. Free
business consultation. Guaranteed satisfaction. Call 800-800-9H2O, 858-5761426, or visit www.home2office.com.

Wanted to Buy
WANTED ADOBE PageMaker 6.5 Plus
upgrade for PC or also interested in full
version for PC, call 619-261-1152.

DCS P3000CS DESKTOP

DCS A3064C DESKTOP

COMPUTER TUNE UP

AMD SEMPRON 2400+

INTEL P4, 3.0 GHZ

AMD ATHLON 64, 3000+

256MB DDR333 MEMORY
MAX 2GB OF MEMORY
6 USB PORTS FLOPPY
LITEON CD-RW DRIVE
40GB 7200RPM HDD
S3 VIDEO (64MB MAX)
SOUND AND 10/100 LAN
KB, MOUSE, SPEAKERS
WINDOWS XP HOME
ONE YEAR WARRANTY

TSUNAMI ALUMINUM CASE
512MB DDR333 MEMORY
8 USB PORTS FLOPPY
LITEON DVD & CDRW DRIVE
80GB 7200RPM HDD
RADEON 9200SE 128MB
ONBOARD SOUND & LAN
KB, MOUSE, SUBWOOFERS
WINDOWS XP HOME
ONE YEAR WARRANTY

TSUNAMI ALUMINUM CASE
512MB DDR333 MEMORY
8 USB PORTS FLOPPY
LITEON CD-RW DRIVE
120GB 7200RPM HDD
RADEON 9200SE 128MB
AUDIGY ZS, 10/100 LAN
KB, MOUSE, SUBWOOFERS
WINDOWS XP HOME
ONE YEAR WARRANTY

SERVICE SPECIAL

$399.99*

$888.99

$999.99

OFFICIAL MICROSOFT MCSE 2000,
SQL 2000 and Novell 5.1 cert books/
study disks $800, Larry 619-985-9163.
PC133 256MB RAM $30, Pentium 4
Clevo laptop 256MB 20GB DVD 14-inch
screen $550, Windows 2000 Professional $50, call 619-303-4084.

$35.00/Hour Reg.$55

www.dcssd.net

DCS HOLIDAY SPECIAL

Notebook/Monitor/Computer/Printer Repair

COMPLETE COMPUTER
DIAGNOSTICS
BACKUP FILES AND EMAIL.
REINSTALL WINDOWS
(CD REQUIRED)
INSTALL APPLICABLE UPDATES
& DRIVERS.
CLEAN COMPUTER
(SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY)

$19.00—Install any component and
set up driver while you wait.
Mercury
Balboa

REMOVE VIRUS' & SPYWARE

$45.00

PLUS PARTS

Same Day Service Available at No Extra Charge
10:00AM - 9:00PM MONDAY - FRIDAY
10:00AM - 6:00PM SATURDAY
10:00AM - 5:00PM SUNDAY

HOT! SOLD OUT! Nintendo DS $200, call
858-945-6988.

REPAIRS • UPGRADES

447 Broadway, El Cajon, Ca. 92021
Quality Service with Integrity You Expect

Miscellaneous

✂

Computer Sales & Service
619-593-7805

YOUR UNNEEDED Windows 98 2nd edition full install CD, will pay for postage for
out of area mailing, call 760-945-3364
Vista or Oceanside area.

4411 Mercury Street, Suite 110
(858) 560-8547

Layaway Available. * DCS Holiday Special Cash Price - $429.99 Credit Card
Prices, Specifications and Availability are Subject to Change Without Prior Notice
Not Responsible for Typographical Errors. Subject to DCS' Terms & Conditions

Complete
Sales
Service- Repair
- Repair- Upgrades
- Upgrades- -Diagnostics
Diagnostics- -Complete
Complete Selection
Selection of
of Computer Periphials
Complete
Sales
&&
Service
Peripherals

Hours:
M–F 8–6
Sat 10–4

4411 Mercury X
Armor

805

Target

163

✂

Miscellaneous Hardware

Illustrator and QuarkXPress. Tuition free.
Evening classes available. Call now to
the ROP Center at Grossmont College
619-644-7550.

✂

Multiscan 15-inch $25, call 619306-6212.

✂

Save a Tree...

Read ComputorEdge Online!
Get all of ComputorEdge paperless. Everything
is available online at www.computoredge.com.

• Digital Dave
• Computer & Internet Articles
• All of Our San Diego Advertisers
• User Groups • Career Opportunities
• Browse our Archive for Back Issues
• Web Shopper for Searching Products & Services

Visit us at www.computoredge.com
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PRODUCT INDEX
Broadband
RedWire Broadband
Computer Groups
San Diego Computer Society
Computer Mouse
Datel
Computer Sales & Service
AMC Computers
Chips and Memory.Com
CompuShack
DCS Computer Sales and Service
Ideal Computer Solutions
PC Club
Data Recovery
ADS Data Recovery Experts
CBL Data Recovery Technologies
HDO Data Recovery Service
SDCom.com/1USRecovery.com
Disk Duplication
Affordable Duplication Services
IBM & Compatible Products
ATC Computers
Best Buy Computer Sources

Best Deal Computer
COMP1
CompCity
Computer Circulation Center
Computer Depot Warehouse Superstore
CTP Computer
Datel
Microtron
Online Datalink
PC Club
Priority Computer & Networking
Startech Computers
Technology Depot
IBM & Compatible Software
Graduate, Ltd./Gradware
Internet Services
American Internet Services
Castle Access
Communications World Network
Complex Drive
Cox Business Services
Illuminated Hosting
NetHere Inc.
TNS - Terracom Network Services

Macintosh Products
Mad Macs
Networking
Concerto Networks
Online Computer Sales
Computer Geeks Discount Outlet
PC Club
Portable Computers
Laptops Plus
Repairs
AMC Computers
ATC Computers
Exptex Computer
Hi-Tech Computers
PC Club
Toner Recharging
ECO Imaging
Laser Saver
LaserQuick
Toners & Inks USA
Video Accessories
Mega Comm Technologies

ADVERTISER INDEX
ADS Data Recovery Experts__________45 Computer Depot Warehouse Superstore _5 LaserQuick_______________________21
Affordable Duplication Services _______40 Computer Geeks Discount Outlet______45 Mad Macs _______________________42
AMC Computers __________________33 Concerto Networks ________________26 Mega Comm Technologies __________43
American Internet Services ___________9 Cox Business Services______________17 Microtron_____________________22–23
ATC Computers ___________________31 CTP Computer ____________________29
Best Buy Computer Sources _________35 Datel ___________________________27
Best Deal Computer_____________18–19 DCS Computer Sales and Service _____46

NetHere Inc.______________________37
Online Datalink____________________39
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES
Cabling
Quackenbush Communications
Voice and Data Cabling www.QBNS.com
Home Theater, Whole House Audio
Bill@QBNS.com or 858-395-1007

Computer Services
CompSD Computer Service
PC Software/Hardware/Network Repairs
Upgrade/Replace Hardware. Mod. VB Appl.
$40/hr. Free Estimates—619-204-6487
Computer Information Technology Group
Certified Professionals, Home, Office,
No Job Too Small or Big—858-602-7628
www.citgsd.com, service@citgsd.com
Computer Remedies Mobile PC Repair
Unlimited PC Services Just $20 a Month
Member of BBB—Hourly Rates Available
619-865-3977—www.Go2Support.com
Expert PC Services On Your Schedule
Repairs, Upgrades, Anti-Virus/Spyware
Cable/DSL Routers, Wireless Networks
Call 619-269-9111 or 858-735-9994
Geek Mercenaries For Hire
Troubleshooting, Upgrades, Virii, Custom
Work, Networks. Nerds for Housecalls 24/7.
619-665-5860 Mario hire@nolifer.com
Supertek Computer Service
Sales, Service, Upgrades and Networks
Installation, Setup, Friendly Service
800-633-9499—www.supertek.net

Consulting
Home2Office, Inc.
2003 San Diego Better Business Bureau
Torch Award Winner! Free Network Needs
Analysis (Companies 15-100 Workstations)
Microsoft/CITRIX, Cisco, Apple Certified!
Expert Troubleshooting, Security, VPN,
Spam Solutions. WAN/LAN/Wi-Fi
858-576-1426 or 800-800-9H2O
www.home2office.com

Data Recovery
1A. Falcon Data Recovery
Best Prices, Service and Results.
All O/S and Media. RAID Specialists.
FREE Evaluations/Local Pick-Up and Del.
Visit Us @ www.24hrdatarecovery.com
619-696-1370 or Toll Free 888-744-8808
1US Recovery/SDCom.com
Professional Data Recovery Services
On All Operating Systems and Media.
Free Diagnostic. See Our Ad. Toll Free
1-US-Recovery—www.1usrecovery.com
COMPUTOREDGE

Advanced Data Solutions
San Diego’s #1 Data Recovery Experts!
A Recognized Worldwide Trusted Leader
1. Over 20 Years Hands-On Experience
2. Free Evaluations, No Data - No Charge
3. All Failures, Media, & OS Supported
4. Best Prices, Fastest Turnaround
5. Certified Class 100 Clean-Room
6. All Work Done In-House, No Middle Man
7. Accurate, Friendly, Confidential, Svc.
8. Gov., Corp., Co., School POs Accepted
9. Aqui Hablamos Su Idioma 24 Hrs/7 Dias
10. 24Hrs Emergency Svc. Pick-up/Delivery
www.adv-data.com—619-336-1400
CBL Data Recovery Technologies, Inc.
Manager Doug Owens
San Diego 619-449-1200
www.cbltech.com—1-800-551-3917
Clear Computer Data Recovery
North County’s Professional Solution
All Media, Fast Turnaround. Free
Diagnostic. Clearly the Best—760-402-5411
HDO Data Recovery Service
Competent, Professional Care Since 1987
Hard Disks, Floppy, Jazz, Zip, Syquest, Etc.
Free Diagnostic, See Ad—858-455-0277

Disk Duplication
Affordable Duplication Service
Highest Quality CD/DVD Duplication
Full-Color Direct-to-Disc Printing
Custom Media, Jewel Cases, Inserts,
Booklets, Fast Turnaround—Satisfaction
Guaranteed. CD/DVD Duplicators for Sale
or Rental. Please See Our Display Ad and
Web Site. www.affordable-duplication.com
619-462-0702
Golden Gate Software
CD Duplication — No Minimum
Low Prices — Quality Service
www.ggsft.com—858-274-5938

Macintosh Specialist
Macintosh Doctor
Repair/Sales New-Used/Troubleshooting
Data Recovery-RAM/LANs-We Make House
Calls. 858-292-7706—888-4MACDOC
Macsimizers
On-Site Service for Home and Small
Office Needs. Serving SD County Since
1988. Richard Parcel—619-465-6499

Network Security
Laser Link, Inc.
How Secure is Your Network?
Take our Network Break-In Test
858-486-8130—secure@lasrlink.com
www.computoredge.com

Networking
Deltyme
Small Business Networks
Admin and Consulting only $85/hr
858-483-0497 x206—www.deltyme.com
Home2Office, Inc.
2003 San Diego Better Business Bureau
Torch Award Winner! Free Network Needs
Analysis (Companies 15—100 Workstations)
Microsoft/CITRIX, Cisco, Apple Certified!
Expert Troubleshooting, Security, VPN,
Spam Solutions. WAN/LAN/Wi-Fi
858-576-1426 or 800-800-9H2O
www.home2office.com
ITS Team, Inc.
Network Design/Installation/Support
LAN/WAN/VPN/Wireless/Security/VoiP
Microsoft/Cisco/SonicWall Certfied
www.itsteam.com—858-538-4729
JNet Services
IT Services for Small and
Medium-Sized Businesses
Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer
760-271-6528—www.jnetservices.com
North County Technology Group
Windows Small Business Server Experts
Microsoft Certified Partner
877-839-3961—www.nctg.com
Practically Wireless Networks
Wi-Fi and LAN Design Installation
Repair & General PC Repair, Certified
Wireless Security Pros—858-204-7615

Programming
Golden Gate Software
Quality Work Using MS Technologies
VB.NET, Access DB, ASP.NET, SQL Server
CD Duplication. ggsft.com—858-274-5938
Solutions Consulting Group, Inc.
Microsoft Certified Partner
VB, ASP, SQL Server, Access, .NET
Custom Software Development
Integrated Great Plains/MS CRM Apps
www.scg.net—858-455-0777
Successful Software Consulting Service
Custom Software Development Since 1981
Visual Basic, Access, SQL Server, Web
www.successfulsoft.com—858-204-9992
Sundance Software
Custom Software Programming Since 1994
Specialist in Access/Database Design
www.SundanceSoftware.com—760-944-6231
Team Code, Inc.
Professional Software Development
.NET, C++, ASP, VS, SQL, FoxPro
www.teamcode.net—858-243-1520
(continued on page 50)
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DIRECTORY
(continued from page 49)

For information, contact Grace at 858-573-0315. Directory rates are as follows: 1 listing 1 week $30, 6 weeks
$27.50 each, 9 weeks $26.25 each, and 12 weeks $25 each. One listing consists of four lines of up to 38 characters
each. (First line is company name only.) Additional lines may be purchased at $10 each. The Directory of Services
deadline is at 4:30 p.m. on the Friday before the publication date. Directory submissions now accepted online!
Visit www.computoredge.com/sandiego. Click on advertising.

Programming (continued)
www.Sofizar.com
Affordable Programming Services: .NET,
Real Time, Databases, Windows CE, C#,
10% Off This Week Only—866-963-2646

Repair
AAA Emergency PC Repair
Off Hours/Weekends/Holidays Immediate Svc
Temp or Perm Repairs On-Site/In Shop.
Pickup/Delivery Available—619-889-9674
Chips and Memory
PC Repair and Upgrade
$25 Diagnostics
858-279-2447
Compushack
$49.95 Flat Rate
Repair and Upgrade Any PC or Mac.
Fast Turnaround. Free Diagnostic.
Lowest Price in Town! Call 858-751-5665
ECO Imaging
HP Authorized - Printer Repair
Laser, InkJet, Fax—Free Estimates
5515 Ruffin Road
Same Day Service—888-874-8221

Laptop Services
Repair Any Laptop. Fast Turnaround.
Best Prices in Town! Free Optimization
and Tuneup. Call for Price—858-751-5665
LaserQuick
Free Phone Estimates/1 Day Repair Service
Low-Cost Flat-Rate Labor (Free Cleaning)
619-441-5020—Toll Free 877-354-2045
MPCR (Mobile Portable Computer Repair)
On-site Notebook/Desktop Computer Repair
A+, Toshiba, Compaq Certified Technician
760-434-8899 or www.mobilepcr.com
Printer Repair Depot
*HP Authorized Service Center*
Kearny Mesa—858-874-8262 Free Estimates
San Marcos—760-746-8222 Free Estimates

Technology Advice
877-Tek-Find
Totally Free Tek Advice 24/7! On Desktops
Laptops, Cell Phones, Printers, Networks,
Software and More! Call 877-835-3463

Toner Cartridges Remanufacturing
ECO Imaging Systems
“The Cartridge Warehouse”

Toner and Ink Recycling Center
5515 Ruffin Rd.—www.ecoimaging.com
Free Pickup and Delivery—888-874-8221
Printer Repair Depot
Toner and Ink Cartridges
Free Delivery. Open Saturday.
Kearny Mesa—858-874-8262

Web Developers
AAI Web Graphics & E-Commerce Solutions
Our Prices and Completion Time Will Amaze
You! Top Quality Guaranteed. Free Consult
760-438-3030 www.VisualArtsGroup.net
Coast to Coast Design
Affordable High Quality Web Design/Print
E-Commerce, Shopping Carts, Animation
619-255-1986—www.coast2coastdesign.com
Sonic Spider LLC
Complete Hosting and Design Solutions
E-commerce, Domain Registration
www.esonicspider.com—760-631-3085
www.Sofizar.com
Affordable Web Design And Development.
E-Commerce, Dynamic, or Plain Sites.
10% Off This Week Only—866-963-2646

At Castle Access we do
one thing really, really well:
Co-Location Co-Location Co-Location
We dedicate 100% of our resources to being the best Co-Location facility in
Southern California. Call for a tour to experience the Castle Access difference.
Only
Facility with
SMC Smart Cabinets
Each Cabinet includes
two Independent Electrical
Circuits to Independent PDUs.
Each Cabinet includes two
Bandwidth Connections with
Divergent Paths to Separate Routers

Digital
Video Surveillance
Biometric Fingerprint
Scanner Access
On-premises Network Operations Staff
24/7, 365
Redundant Data Center Grade
Air Conditioning

Customer Hardware Maintenance
Area with Tools Provided

Three Fiber Backbone Providers with
SONET Fiber Ring Protection

Free Network Monitoring

Five Network Backbone Providers:
AT&T, Sprint, MCI, Level 3,
Global Crossing

Free Remote Hands

We keep our customers online all the time.
9606 Aero Drive, Suite 1900 • San Diego, CA 92123 • www.castleaccess.com
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